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Puckett I
Transcription oflnterview With Curtis Elwood Puckett, US Marine
Transcribed by Interviewer Ryan Faulkner
February 19, 2005
Ryan: Alright, the time is 7:30, I'm Ryan Faulkner, this is ...
Curtis: Curtis Puckett.
Ryan: Okay. So, what did you do before you joined the service?
Curtis: I'd like to start at the very beginning.
Ryan: Start at the beginning, in true Dickensian style.
Curtis: I was born on March 2, 1930 in Catlettsburg, KY. That was the beginning of the
Great Depression. My parents lived with their parents, so I was born in my
grandmother's house. And ... I lived in that house for about five years, and it burned
down. And grandpa bought another house-my dad had moved out by that time and had
-other children=-! should have mentioned that earlier, but~anyway,-my grandfather b-ought
another house and I lived on Park Street in Catlettsburg from 1936 until 1948.
Ryan: Was it still a pretty big town?
Curtis: Catlettsburg was bigger then than it is now.
Ryan: Bustling.
Curtis: Bustling. About 5,000 people.
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: Get back to my dad. My dad's name was Elsie Puckett. He was born in 1907.
His father's name was Bill Tolsen, so his mother-Bill Tolsen's wife-my dad's mother
died when he was two years old. Her name was Tennessee Clubden. Him being an
infant, my grandfather's sister, Belle, married Bill Puckett, took my father to raise. They
adopted him in 1913. Since I was born in their house, I stayed at their house, and I didn't
leave when my father and mother did. I'm the oldest of six children.
Ryan: And what were the other five?
Curtis: I've got four brothers-three brothers, and two sisters. [pause] Where do I go
now?
Ryan: I've got more questions. I' 11 give you one of them. So where did you go to high
school?
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C11rtis: I went to Catlettsburg Grade School. Doshe M. Hatfield, went there eight years.
Got out of grade school, went to my freshman year at Catlettsburg, and my sophomore
year I went down to Ashland.
Ryan: Paul Blazer?
Curtis: It wasn't Paul Blazer, it was Ashland Senior High then.
Ryan: Oh, okay.
Curtis: And I came back to live with my grandparents cause I got a job as a--at Hall's
Movie Theater, I ran the projector seven days a week.
Ryan: Alright.
Curtis: Made three dollars each night, six dollars for Saturdays and Sundays. Twentyseven dollars a week.

Ryan: See any good movies?
C11rtis: I seen a lot of westerns. A lot of comedies. I seen a thirteen reel movie one
time, I can't remember the name of it, but I hated it. [Pause] Rhapsody In Blue. Terrible
picture. Anyway, [inaudible]. I did that while I was going to school, and my senior year
I didn't do that well in English. I still don't do that well in English. So I didn' t finish
high school. I decided I'd join the service.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis:· Ah ... school was out anyway in a couple of days. I went to Huntington- there
wasn' t any recruiting offices in Ashland-so I went to Huntington, with the intentions of
joining the paratroopers. I went in the basement of the courthouse, this Marine stuck his
head out there and asked me where I was going. And I told him, he said, "Come here."
He recruited me, I didn't know what a Marine was, I wasn' t [inaudible], so I joined the
Marines on the 29th day of May, 1948.
Ryan: That's wild.
Ctirtis: they put me on a-two or three dc!YI later, I got on a train in Huntington, went to
uh, Richmond Virginia, got off, first time I'd ever been out of Catlettsburg, or the tri-state
area. So I really didn't know what to do when I got to Virginia, I knew I had to get
another plane ... [inaudible] ... and I walked there. I remember it very well.
Ryan: How far was it?
Curtis: Long trip.
Ryan laughs.
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Curtis: I enjoyed it, because Richmond has so many statues. In Catlettsburg, the only
statue I'd ever seen was the one of Judge Boyd up there at the courthouse ...

Ryan: Or the bell in front of the firehouse.
Curtis: Yeah. But in Richmond, they had big men on horses. I enjoyed that. Then I got
on a train and went to Yamasee, South Carolina. I got off in the evening at about ten or
eleven o'clock, some corporal told me to get in there and get to bed. And during the
night, several-I donnu, maybe ten or fifteen more people came in-and the next
morning they put us on a truck like you might haul cattle in, and took us to Paris Island.
That was how I got to boot camp.

Ryan: What kind of place did they have you staying in in Y amasee?
Curtis: It was made for this, it was right there at the depot, where the depot is? They had
a lot of people there. Everybody that went into the marine corps, used to, east of the
Mississippi River, went to Paris Island for boot camp, so they had accommodations.

Ryan: Yeah.
---·

-·----

Curtis: And they had ways of taking care ofus. So they put em in a truck and take em
over there. Shaved our heads, give us a-make us take a bath, deloused us, in case we
had lice or anything like that. Did a small physical inspection, gave us clothes, and
started raising hell for the next three months.

Ryan: Did they give you an option when they shaved your head?
Curtis: No, no option, they just shaved your head.

Ryan: Because I know now they give you the option if you want theCurtis: Not in the marine corps.

Ryan: Oh no?
Curtis: No. Unless they've changed a lot. Marine corps' a little different.

Ryan: Oh, wow. When I was in higfischool there were a couple of guys who left and
joined the marine corps my senior year, and uh, they came back and they were real big,
and I asked them what it was like, and they said, 'Don't join the marine corps unless
you' re really tough.' And I said, 'I' 11 take note of that, thank you."'
Curtis: Then, in boot camp I did very well. The year I went to High School in Ashland
they had ROTC. I had some ROTC, so I knew my left from my right, and I was a squad
leader and got out of a lot of work.
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[pause in tape]
Curtis: There was uh, eighty people in the platoon, we was down there about three
months. It took a little time to get a full platoon together. But when we graduated from
boot camp, they sent different people to different parts of the country.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: I. .. was sent to Schumaker, Arkansas. There's a navy ammunition depot there.
What the navy was doing there, I didn't know, but during World War II they made
ammunition there for ships. So, they had a complement of marines, about eighty people
down there, we lived in barracks. For a long time it was a small airbase down there, they
had some barracks, military barracks, and we lived in them for about six months and they
built a new building, a nice big brick building and ... Arkansas was nice.

[pause in tape]
Curtis: Like I said, first time I'd been out of Catlettsburg. •

Ryan:That's wilo.----- --- --Curtis: I got to Camden, Arkansas, and realized the whole world was the same. Camden
Arkansas was laid out just like Catlettsburg. Come in on one street, makes two S turns
through town, river's on your rightRyan: Bell in front of the fire station.
Curtis: It was just a typical town, about the same population as Catlettsburg.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: And uh, it was a nice drive in, and just like being home, just had to eat at the
base. I was down there about, oh I donnu, sixteen or seventeen months. Then, a guy that
finished boot camp a little later than I did came down within a week or so when I got
there-he was from Covington-name was Perret Hoskins. We were friends ...

[pause in tape]
Curtis: Me and Hoskins we was friends, and on liberty. The Marine corps has a
birthday-I remember this incident-and we had to wear our uniforms off base. Marines
were all dressed up in their uniforms, and we went to what was called the "Y" leading
away from the base, where the road was split which was called the "Y". And in the
middle of that Y was a place called the Plantation Club where young marines could buy
beer. Another thing different in Arkansas from around here is that they had an open
range. The animals just kinda roamed around, you know? Me and Hoskins had a few
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beers, and we chugged a beer, and we decided to see ifwe could throw a cow. A milk
cow, actually.
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: So the cow-whatever that animal was, drove us through every cow patty in that
field. It was quite a show. Anyway, me and Hoskins had some good times together.
Arkansas was nice because there was-well, but you wanna see a little more than
Arkansas. So Hoskins and I signed up to go to the FMF, which was the Fleet Marine
Force, that was the way to get to California. Well .. . finally they sent us to California.
They gave us ten days to get there. I came home, I hadn't been home in sixteen, eighteen
months, and uh, we got our fare paid from Arkansas, to California, so we cut home-he
lived in Covington, I lived in Ashland-first thing I did, I went out and bought a ticket
from Ashland to Cape Pennington, California, Riverside California.
Ryan: Train ticket? ·
Curtis: Yeah, train ticket. So, I left home two days early-that was how long it took to
get a train-and Hoskins was supposed to be in the depot when I got down there. He was
- tlrere. -Burhe lraan'rootlrerea-w-gerlrim~nickeryet. A.110 he dia1f'r havea1ry-rn.011ey1~ - ·---"
buy one, so ... he had a plan. We were gonna have three more days, then we was gonna
hitchhike up to Dayton and get what's called a military hop. You go to an airbase and
they give service men a ride cross-country.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curlis: Well, actually we was gonna go to Dayton. We had a good time in Cincinnati
and Covington. We went to Dayton, got lined up for a flight, and it took us two days to
get there. To get to California, cause of all the stops, delays, and what have you. And I
forgot to get my luggage, sea bag, from the train going to California. And I guess-my
big hope was that I could cash my ticket in-rd spent all my money in Cincinnati and
CovingtonRyan: Doing what?
Curtis: And when I went to the depot, they said, 'Sure, we'll give you a refund on your
ticket, but it has to gq_.b_ack to Richm011d.'
_ __
Both laugh.
Curtis: So, we went to California broke. I didn't have my luggage or my sea bags with
me. We got there a day late, we turned ourselves in to ... I can't remember the name of
the man ... Oh well, it's not important. He took us down to the train station, took us down
to the train, a day late, he tore our butts good, we was outta uniform. It was in the fall, I
think, we had on greens and people in California was wearing khakis. Anyway, we went
down there and they got our catalogs mixed up and we was lost in Cape Pennington for
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about two weeks before anybody knew where we was at. We was over in an engineering
battalion with mostly Spanish speaking people.

Both laugh.
Curtis: People from Catlettsburg can't speak Spanish.
Ryan: No.
Curtis: Anyway, we got lined out, and they put me in a line company and they sent him
to a post office. He worked in the dead letter department. We still stayed in touch. And
he found out people sent things to the post office, nobody called for em, they put em in
the dead letters. He found clothes in there, clothes that we could wear, civilian clothes,
nice suits-we was well dressed.
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: Food. Anyway, we went on living. And, I got into this line company, and I only
had one friend in the whole company-Homskinner, little guy from New York. And on
my records,- it-showecl-1-had a -little-typing in high-school.- And they said~ Gan-you-do --office work?' And I said, 'Sure, yeah, whatever.' [inaudible] So I got out of a lot of
field work from that. I kind of wished I'd gone ahead and done the field work finished.
Anyway, did that off and on, when we'd go out maneuvers, I didn't do much
maneuvering, I did office work. I knew I wasn't gonna stay in the marine corps.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: So, one day we went to chow, and they had a paper up on the bulletin, if you're
interested in such and such, put your name on here. It was an advertisement for a round
the world crnise. Six months in the pacific, six months in the Mediterranean, that would
put me on the east coast and discharge, sounds good. So, several of us-I was in Easy
th
Company Second Battalion 5 Marines-and uh, we'd just got back from um, take
camps and we was back in barracks. They issued us the clothes, and our picture, you
know with some-everything was going good. I forgot about signing up for this thing.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: Oi1e aay; they-it must have been six or eight out of my company-I don't know
if it was cause we was the worst we had and they was wanting to get rid of us or what, or
why they did it. Anyway, they uh, those three was gonna be assigned to the USS Juneau.
And there's a part of the marine corps that does-that has what they call "sea duty", a
complement of marines for each admiral he's got an orderly, and the commander's got
one. And there's several of them assigned to a ship. And then destroyers, I mean uhcruisers, battleships, and carriers all had a complement of marines, either forty or eighty
men, depending on the size of the ship.
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Ryan: Right.
Curtis: And it had a couple officers, and forty or eighty men. Well we didn't really fit
into that, but we was gonna try our best to be close to that. So we went out drilling, and
uh, we got-I thought we got pretty good at it. We was called First Divisional Platoon.
We uh-I think we left Long Beach in March or April 1950. Our first stop was
Honolulu.
Ryan: Alright.

Curtis: So that was another occasion for my life. I was nineteen then. No, I was twenty.
I was twenty in March. We got there in March or April, I don't remember the exact date.
Anyway, at twenty years old, I was old enough to buy beer legally. None of my buddies
wasn't that old, so ...

Ryan: You were a popular guy.
Curtis: I didn't have to have much money with me. Anyway, we seen all the sights on
Waikiki Beach and did all that, and we just got a feel for the place. Then we went-we
- --left-Honolulu-and-went to-GuaII1;--an-island in-the Pacific-that-during World-War-II-they----- built a marine camp there. And while I was there there was a guy named Petersen, and he
got off and we took on another guy, and he happened to be a guy I served with in
Schumaker, Ai;kansas. He'd asked to get away from that place down there, and they'd
sent him to Guam. Anyway, we got together. And we went to uh-the whole time we
were at sea, we were doing the marine thing. We were assigned uh . .. it was part of the
marine job. We had forty marines on the-squad fo1ty back, squad fo1ty forward. And
they was our battle stations, and whenever they had battle stations, we went up there and
we looked over the side, and it was big fun, pretty weather. We was lovin' it. We did
that until we got to Yakuska, Japan. I can't remember any dates on that, I just remember.
So when we went in, we lined up on one side of the ship and did honors to each
American ship that we passed, at the Admirals on board.
Ryan: Yeah.
C11rtis: Well when we came out we got out on the same side--we seen the same picture
everytime we went in and out ofYakuska Harbor that was Kentucky Bourbon. So we
operated out of there in and out, around the islands, and loafed on liberty, got into a fight
wifh fhe English -riavy one time.
Ryan: Really?
Curtis: You know, just a few of em.
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: I think it was a question whether beer was better hot or cold.
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Ryan laughs.

C11rtis: Anyway, it was just because from the war, it was still in destruction from the
bombs, and the ... and they was a people, a hard working people, hard workers, and they
knew they'd been whipped. And they knew, and they acted accordingly. I didn't know
any that had an attitude, which was something I didn't know about them then. Anyway,
we would go out and I don't know what the ship did, but they took a navy party over on a
buncha ... escort destroyer, destroyer escorts I think they were called, musta had fifty of
'em, there in the bay?. The Russians had used em during World War II and returned ' em,
they was in filthy condition. We had to go over there and take chaplains and clean out
the ship each day, just muddy. And while we was in Japan, MacArthur had a parade in
Tokyo.

Ryan: What was that all about?

C11rtis: Uh, that's what MacArthur did well, was have parades.
Ryan laughs.
- - -- - - C11rtis:--He-had-a--;-:-. he had a pretty-good complement ofmerr-there;-but-they was-all- -occupation, no training, they was just simply there doing-I don't know what they was
doing there, really. Spit shine and that sort of thing.

Ryan: Yeah.
C11rtis: The Japanese was policing the place and, doing all that. I think they was just
there. They wasn' t really-they surely wasn't planned for what was gonna happen down
the road. They were just there for show. Anyway, we went through the parade, rode the
train up, had a good time, come back. [inaudible] Anyway, we left Yakuska and went to
a place called Kagoshima City. I'll always remember that. Because I have a picture of it.
Ryan la11ghs.
C11rtis: They uh, anyway, I guess I seen the lava stones circling the bay. There was an
extinct volcano in the harbor, and I just remember this rock floating there. Anyway, we
went on liberty, this was a Sunday. I believe it was the twenty-eighth of May, or. . .it was
the day North Korea attacked South Korea. We went on liberty at eleven o'clock, and
about twelve o'clock, shore patrol came in and started rounding-everybody up.
Ryan: Yeah.

Curtis: 'Get back to the ship, get back to the ship!' No questions asked. And the
Japanese people was running around with pieces of paper that had the Korean
peninsula-the 38th parallel on there-but it didn't mean nothing to us. But they already
knew about it, the Japanese population knew. So we got back to the ship, and we was
told what happened, and we got underway as quick as we could. The mission was to try
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and get to the capital-Seoul that is-in case the embassy people couldn't get out, it
would be our job to go in and help get 'em out. By the time we got to Korea, they was
already in Poosaki. They'd got outta there already.

Ryan laughs.
Curtis: So, the ship had duties of bombarding the coastline of Korea. Started bombing
anything that moved, trains, trucks, anything.
Ryan: Bombing from the ship.
Curtis: Yeah, we had 5 inch 38-1 don't remember, we had 5 inch 38 guns and they was
twin mounts, [inaudible] but they wasn't really effective, they was more for anti-aircraft.
Ryan: Ah, okay.
Curtis: This wasn't a heavy cruiser, it was a light cruiser, it had smaller guns. A level
cruiser had 6 inch, a heavy cruiser had 8 inch, and this thing had 5 inch 38's which isthis was a light anti-aircraft cruiser, the Juneau was. Anyway, we moved up and down
the-coast-until-we was-out of ammuniticn1 and we went back-roTinauaible]]apan, and ~took on ammunition. We had our liberty, did some things. We went back, did the same
thing over-I don't know how long they did that. The North Koreans dilly-dallied to the
south, and we was workin' in the south mostly anywhere near the beach.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: We would bombard it. And we was workin' with an American destroyer, I can't
remember the name of it, Manchester I believe it was. And a British ship ... [inaudible]
the name was Black Swan. Anyway, we was doing that, and one day we was up there
and we were in our general quarters and there were five torpedo boats coming up out of
an inlet there ... and we shot everything-I think we sunk three of 'em, two of'em got
away, and we picked up some survivors.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: I don't remember how many there was, there wasn't many. Four or five. We
brought 'em on the ship and it was about chow time, so.I had--1 was on duty, so I took a
couple prisoners and kept 'em in one area away from the others, kept 'em isolated, while
everybody downstairs I guess was eating supper. Then they took them down there. I
don't know what they did with 'em that night, but the next day I never seen 'em after
that. But they was scared to death, they was in awe of the armaments and all these guns,
wandering what in the world we was doing trying to sink them. Anyway, I never seen
'em-the next day I saw 'em, they was in one ship at sea, they sent 'em from one ship to
the other, the Swan did, and they took 'em.
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Ryan: Yeah, that's something I really wanted to ask you about, whether or not you were
around the natives a lot over there.
Curtis: Not just yet. Still on the ship. No natives on the ship. Maybe an interpreter. I
just want to tell you the rest of thisRyan: Oh yeah, go for it.
Curtis: Anyway, we made two trips to Japan. One of them after we was back we was in
North Korea-the east coast-earlier I was on the west coast, on the left if you're looking
north. Wait, it's on the right. Anyway, I can't really remember, it's down there. And we
took a team of marines and sailors and we went over and we were armed to the teeth, you
know? We took some explosives and blew u1r-well, not me-but the explosions guys
put some charges in that so when the train came through, we blowed it up. Then we got
back on the boat and had a big party that night.
Ryan: You blew up a train?
Curtis: Yeah. Well, we got our ship featured in Time magazine.
Ryan: Do you know a rough date on that?
C,1rtis: Yeah, I'll give it to you. Anyway, our efforts on bombing these convoys and
what have you was not effective enough, so we were replaced by a heavy cruiser. And
they sent us to Formosa. At that time, the Chinese was making a lot of noise about
invading Formosa. [spells Formosa] Japanese and Chinese got different names for it..
Taiwan [inaudible]. Anyway, our ship, we took time out and met the ship
[inaudible]. .. and we took a break. We stopped at Okinawa-that's another place they
had a big battle during World War II. And they didn't go on liberty there, but they had a
beer party for us. And there was this island, I believe it was in Buckner Bay. Pretty
place. Pretty island, pretty water: Uh, they let us take beer-us and the navy-in the
boats, all we had on was our pants and our t-shirts. We didn't have to wear our hats or
nothing-lots of beer, had a real good time. And we went over there, supposed to
[inaudible]. And all the sailors had white t-shirts, all the marines had green t-shirts. The
sailors could trade the prostitutes their white t-shitts ... for sex. Marines couldn't trade,
cause they wasn't gonna take a green t-shirt when they could get a white one. So the
marines, we just didn't do it. And, three days later, we went to Formosa, and they was
l ined up, all the way up and down one side ofThe ship, and back up-I'm exaggeratingbut there must've been fifty guys, lined up to get a shot to prevent venereal disease.
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: So, one good reason to wear a green t-shirt. So, we got to Formosa and our job
was to do patrol duty, and uh, keep China from invading Formosa. At that time of the
year, the water was pretty rough in the straits there, and heavy seas. And Navy got the
good jobs, the Marines always got the worst jobs, so they had mine look-out, round the
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clock. You sat right on the bow of the ship on a little stool, tied in there, and looked for
mines. And you couldn't see a mine, the water was chopping up and down. Anyway, on
bad days that's what we'd do. We never saw anything to shoot at. We'd go out for a
couple days and come in .. go on liberty. Uh, I remember they give us two days, and the
Chinese opened up uh ... Blue Moon Hotel: 'US Navy Welcome' ... And the Navy set up
a big post station right there in the lobby. A post station is where they furnish
prophylactics. So nobody gets diseases. And the Chinese enlisted them to let use their
hotel. Me and a guy named Pal Greer, he was up there doing ditch work(?), we'd go on
liberty, and we went into this club and we was sitting there drinking a beer, and Chinese
guys were sitting there in a booth--they was minding their business, we was minding our
business. This sailor come in, decided he wanted to sit in that booth. So he told them to
move. They didn't move though, and he bullied them around, and I got mad and went to
take up for 'em. That really wasn't so funny then, but it sounds good now.
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: Anyway, I went over and started talking to him, he told me where to go, how to
get there. We talked some more and ended up in a fight. He was really tough. He
wasn't big as I was, so he wasn't hard to hit, but sucker he bled all over me, you couldn't
-----hurt-him~-He-got-me and-tore-my-shirt;-went-back-to-the ship, and the-marine captain-had
the officers on deck, he asked me about it, and told me good job. Go down, get cleaned
up . Anyway, I had some nice experiences in Formosa. We went up to the capital city of
Taipei-big city-on our way up, they was gonna-a chaplin had this tour, and we's
most of us there because we was broke, so he was giving this free tour. And he stopped
at this hot springs resort, and it turned out to be just like that island over there in Buckner
Bay.
Ryan: The white t-shirts.
Curtis: The women. You could go there and get a steam bath, but you could get
everything else. We was all worked up, the chaplin like to never got us out. Anyway, we
seen 'em make glass, it was nice. Anyway, time went on, and just before-just after the
Ichong Landing(?) in Korea-they really permitted themselves to North Korea's allies,
South Korea. They took forty guys, the guys I was in, put 'em on a plane for Japan. Put
our sea bags in the warehouse, told us to leave all our-don't take any money, anything
else, just your dungarees, t-shirts, stuff like that, told us what to take. And we went up
there and had to take some new shots and things, and we got on what was called a
transport ship. We was used to cruisers, but we got ·on the transport ship and it was a big
difference. Cruiser goes up and down, down ... transport ship rolls back and forth. That
makes you sick. Or, it made a lot of guys sick.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: Anyway, we shipped out to Sassaboose (?) ... got to Korea, got out at North
Korea, at Hamhung or Hungnam .. I get the name mixed up. Anyway, they were port
cities, and we headed in there. And that was our start to the Chosen Reservoir. I think it
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was in October. Anyway, starting up early, we-Korea was really getting beat up pretty
beat. They was rooted out of the south, and going north, and we was gonna go up there
and boost 'em along or something. They don't tell USMC's what they're doing.
Anyway, that was a long walk up there, seventy miles, just about all of it uphill . One
road, one way. And as we went up [inaudible], we was up in the mountains and it started
getting colder, and we could see where somebody else had been, and know there was
people in the woods. Uh, but we didn't exchange any fire, because it's really not. .. they
was doing a good job of staying away from us, and we wasn't looking for 'em. Anyway,
[inaudible] .. .the troops knew the Chinese was there. Whether people in higher places
knew it, I don't know. It's about like the politics of today. It is. MacArthur, he put out
what he want to. Where the Chinese are, he'd just say. Anyway, the Chinese was there,
and it was a big number of 'em. We didn't realize there was as many as there was. But
anyway, we were strung out for miles. And you don't get into position to attack like that.
When you attack, you don't spread out this way [makes vertical motion with hands], you
spread out this way [makes horizontal motion with hands]. Along a one lane road, you're
either way down in the valley or way up on the mountain, you can't cover your backs.

Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: I-thought we-was-in good-shape,- and we ·got further into the-mountains; ·and-it-got
colder and colder. Some of them it happened to on the twenty-seventh. I was in the fifth
marines, and on that patticular night, my company was in reserve when the Chinese
really hit full force . Sometime in the night, I know about four o'clock in the morning on
the 28th, they told us ' Come on, let's go, we' re taking a.. .' They were taking us in. We
was going that direction, I can't tell you where, I was just following the next guy. And
there was Chinese at the top of the hill, and we started taking fire. And I had a BAR. I
made the mistake of qualifying a BAR-a BAR is a Browning Automatic Rifle-and uh,
holds about twenty clips. And when I hit the deck, my BAR had a bipod on the end of it
[inaudible] .. . and when I hit the deck it turned over. And I seen these people up there,
and I wanted to turn it back over real quick. And to do that, I lifted my arm in air, and
about that time a guy with a machine opened fire. And just that quick, just that easy.
Ryan: Where'd he hit you?
Curtis: In the elbow. Hit my elbow . .. There was other firefights before that, but we was
never close enough ... Just shooting trees more than anything. But this was the first time
we was close enough to see the J)~? s~ff So, the next ... a guy that I had been in Ea~y -~
Company with put a tourniquet on my arm, walked back down to there and went to the
hospital. .. and they opened fire down in my direction and somebody else got it. They
was exposed.
Ryan: Yeah.
Curtis: Anyway, I walked to a med station. They put tape and bandages on me and said,
'There's nothing we can do for you.' So they stuck my arm in a sling, and they said to
hang around and they'd take me down to the camp.
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Ryan: Was the bullet still in it?
Curtis: No, no. [inaudible] They tried to make some of the people hit loose (?), the
Chinese had cut off the wall and hit out. It must have been noon or four o'clock in the
afternoon, before they opened it up and let transports take people out. So anyway, they
maybe took hours to get down there.
END OF SIDE 1
SIDE2
February 19, 2005

C11rtis: We went down to uh ... a hospital. And then, I was walking around, I could take
care of myself They said just go in there and find you a place to get comfortable. It was
warm in there. I hadn't been there twenty minutes until some guy was on the edge of the
tent and got shot in the leg. A stray had come in from somewhere. And it was kind of
bad there for a little while.
Ryan:- You-say-you-were-in-a-hospital-?
C11rtis: Well, it was a tent. It was a tent. That's where the wounded was. We didn't
have that many doctors. I wasn't hurt that bad, most of the people in there wasn't that
bad, wasn't life threatening. I don't know, time just went on. I didn't sleep much. I
know the next day, it was bad. You didn't go out and pee during the day, it was, cause
you know, you go out and pee, maybe get shot. Anyway, wasn't anything to eat. And
the next day they was dropping rations. And I got ahold of a can of pineapple juice.
Ryan: They were dropping them out of planes?
Curtis: Yeah. Yeah.
Ryan: Wow.
Curtis: And it was a little safer around there. Anyway, I don't remember how many
days, it must have been two days, maybe two and a half days. I know one time there was
this captain that come up and asked me if I'd wrote my parents and everything, and he
wrote a letter and my ·mother got that letter, and I've still got it-that he wrote. His name
was Wilcox, Captain Wilcox. Anyway, they said we were gonna move, and I went out
there and got in a truck. In the back of the truck. All these parachutes dropped down,
and they was in there. And me and this other guy was in there, and we wasn't getting
anything to eat. And we wasn't that hungry, too excited I guess, tension. And uh,
anyway, they fought their way back down to a place called-oh, I believe it was called
Caulderee--they had an airfield there, they'd opened up an airfield there. On the fifth of
th
December. So I got hit on the 28th of November, and on the 5 of December, sometime
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in the afternoon, I got on a plane and flew to Japan. And we left for Japan, still had the
same clothes on.
Ryan: Same clothes you were shot in?

Curtis: Yeah. Just a uniform, didn't really fit. And uh, I remember when the ... when
we got to the city we went to the hospital, they said, 'What do you want?' and I said, I
want to go to the bathroom. I gotta take a dump, y'know? I hadn't moved. [inaudible]
Anyway, got cleaned up, took a shower, next day I was back in the hospital. Had a little
gangrene set in. And swelling up, and next morning, we took x-rays and uh ... we uh ...
he said .. you want something to help you sleep? I said, yeah sure. So he give me
something ... [inaudible] ... and when they came back I was in the bed, and they'd x-rayed
it, and cleaned it up, and they started giving me penicillin-I don't know, every four
hours, every six hours. And they done that for about a week. Swelling went down, and
uh, and the [inaudible] ... After they put me on the table, they said, "You haven't eaten
anything today have you?", and I said, "Yeah, I ate breakfast." And the doctor says, "I
can't put you to sleep today." "What you gonna do?" "We're gonna go ahead. Give you
a shot of novocaine-you won't feel it." I was sure I would. Give me the shot, and I
remember they had this little machine. It was nothing but a spring, a pivot, and a little
- cam ••• and-the-hammer-hit-the-top ofthat cam, and it dropped off,- spring loaded; and - · - drove that pin through my arm. Boy did it hurt.
Both laugh.

Curtis: Anyway, got back to the bed. And they put me in traction, that was during
Christmas of 1950. In January, I got on a plane and went to Oakland, California-there
was a hospital out there. From Oakland, I was out there a couple weeks. Oh, one funny
thing happened in Oakland. I'd been saving money and sending it home to my grandma,
so when I got to Oakland they said you could write home ...wire home, get some money,
I hadn't been paid in a long time, no money, no clothes. I sent grandma a letter and said,
"Send me some money". I didn't specify how much. Granny rushed me back ten dollars
and said have a big time.
Ryan laughs.

C11rtis: . Anyway, got clothes, spent a little time in Oakland, went to Memphis Tennessee,
there was a Navy ammunition depot-Navy air station down there. And they_h_ad a
hospital, so I was in-me hospital down there rehabbing them. The way they rehabbed you
was they worked you every day. I had my arm in a cast, and my job was to run a bucket
up and down this long hall. I'd run it up after chow in the morning until noon, I was off
in the afternoon. Lucky enough my uncle was stationed down there, and I'd go on the
weekends and see them, baby-sit sometimes. I went on liberty when I was in the hospital
there, I'd come home. After so long in Memphis, I went to the city of Charleston, South
Carolina [inaudible]. I was down there for a time, and I guess because I'd been in a long
time they turned around and made me corporal. Probably made five dollars more a
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month. Anyway, got a lot of time, and I was discharged in October, 1951. And that was
my time in the service. There's stuff I didn't hit on in there, and I don't want to.
Ryan: Ah okay, that's fine.

Curtis: This is the rough version.
Ryan: The overview.

Curtis: The overview.
[END OF FIRST TAPE SESSION]

March 3, 2005
Ryan: Okay, let's go.

C11rtis: Okay. Well, after I got my discharge, worked a little while, had a little money,
- - wasn'-t-maffied,-living-alone with-my grandparents, and-I-started looking-for- a-job;- 1-had~------a couple jobs. I worked for a finance company sometime, and I was giving away more
cigarettes than I was fixing bad debts, so I quit there. Got a job tending a barn ... I had a
party up there and got fired. I wasn't really responsible at that time, that was 1952, I was
22 years old. Anyway, I met Ruth, we started dating, she worked at Sylvania, I was
looking for a job. And they was hiring down at Armco. Me and my
buddy ... [inaudible] ... Jack O'Bryan. We went down and applied at the same time, took a
written test, you know, and we come down to a physical, and because of what happened
to me in Korea, they wouldn't hire me. They said I couldn't do the work.
Ryan: Your elbow.

Curtis: My elbow. So, I was mad. And this is fifty-some years later, and I'm still mad.
Anyway, uh, I. .. Ruth's cousin's son was working at Symant-Salvey, and uh ... Paul
Williamson ... and it was her cousin's boy, he was up there. And he helped me get a job
at Salvey. I worked there 29 years. Uh ... from labor, to different jobs, doing I think what
your dad used to do, instruments ...
Ryan: Y ean,absolufoly.

01rtis: I got decent at it. And Armco bought the plant in nineteen and eighty-one, and
they were gonna take it over on December l, 1981, so on December 28, 1981 I took my
retirement. I'm still mad. They weren't gonna give me a job, so I wasn't working for
'em. So, I really had the promise ... I needed a job. A fella I worked at Salvey one
time ... I can't remember. .. he was an Indian guy ... worked at Ashland ... me and him got
along pretty good and he told me about a job Ashland Oil had, was gonna have, it had
three things that take sulfur out of gas. They had one in Marcum, Kentucky, one a little
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bit west of Louisville, and one in Indiana. He said you can take care of them three days a
week, that's all you need. I had that in the back of the mind, try to get that job. The EPA
or somebody made a rule that they didn't have to take the sulfur out of gas to pump very
small amounts ... so that sulfur ban .. . they didn' t need the pumps anymore. Anyway,
Duey Majungar was that guy's name. Indian, and a nice guy. I think he's still up at
Ashland Oil. I' 11 bet your dad knows him.

Ryan: Duey Majungar.
Curtis: Yeah. And he .. . uh, I answered an ad in the Cincinnati newspaper for Bailey
Controls Company, and they hired me. And I worked for them, worked out Cincinnati,
they told me I'd be mostly in this area and I wasn't. I was doing a lot of traveling, I was
gonna quit, and a friend of mine they made him manager of the District Detroit Office.
And he talked me into coming to Michigan with him. So, I got more money, it was a
good job, I just got tired of the travel. Went to Michigan, worked up there, I promised to
stay five years. I stayed about a year and a half, and it seemed like five, and so. . . that
takes me up to 1987, and I've been retired since then. And during that time, me and Ruth
got married May 29, 1953. And she worked a little while, Sylvania was going out
business, and she didn' t work anymore until Jeanie and Julie was in grade school. And
- --she-worked-in-the-kitchen-over there,-for several-years:- At-Charles-Russell.- -Ryan: Charles Russell .
C11rtis: Yeah. I loved it. And, I got into other things, lots of other interesting things.
Just a guy doing what he likes to do, and I've been blessed in a lot of ways. I have been
cursed with two girls and no boys.
Both laugh.

Curtis: Anyway, had one bad experience when I was working. Had just gotten some
new equipment in to build a new battery, and had the new stuff, but we hadn't never used
it before, it was not familiar. None was working, so they sent an engineer from Chicago.
He was an old man, come down doing his company a favor, just because he was a nice
old fella helping out, and he didn't know any more about it than what I did. And he was
working on top of the ovens, he'd been up there all day. And the way a pump oven
works they push an oven out into the fire .. . and it's fired . If it's coked out ... there's just
heat_~ ming up. !3ut if it isn't completely cooked-co_ked ()_!lt-there's a lot of flame, it's
still burning. So it comes up, and over. And he was working up there in the steam, and it
comes up and over that ... so you look and see which way it's coming, and you get outof
the way of it. You either go up the way of it-once they get up some speed, instead of
coming over the battery-you know, it follows the ....you know the things moving fast
enough that the flame goes the other way.
Ryan: Yeah.
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Curtis: Well, once it's going that way, it don't bother you. But we was working up
there, it was about five oclock in the evening, we pushed a-a green oven, an oven that
wasn't finished-anyway, flames come up, surprised us, I was on top of this catwalk up
there, I went down river and into the fire. The other feller went up the river, thought he
was gonna be okay, but he got cooked. I got my hand burned, my face burned. Other
than that I had a pretty good time at Solvey. Knew the operator at the plant and he helped
me get another job.
Ryan: So you say he passed away?
Curtis: Yeah, he never regained consciousness. All that was left was his belt and his
shoes.
Ryan: What was the name of that company? Solvey?
Curtis: We called it Solvey. Symant-Solvey. It's a division of Allied Chemical. They
had four coke plants, one in Detroit, one in Buffalo, one in Ironton, one in Ashland.
Ryan: Gotcha. Just wanted to make sure I had the name right.
Curtis: Yeah, Symant-Solvey. You know where the coke plant is, up here ... you know
where all the smoke comes from when you go down 23?
Ryan: Yeah.

C11rtis: That's Solvey. Where they make coke. I thought everybody knew that.
Everybody smells it. Anyway, that pretty much takes care of my ... and earlier, we talked
a little bit about my genealogy. That's kinda big .. a big thing with me. A long time ago I
got over 4,000 names connected to my mother's people. My mother was Vera Mae
Kountz .. Her dad was Bill Kountz .. His father was Abraham Kountz. Abraham was the
son of Christian Kountz. Christian was the son of John L. Kountz. You ain't gonna get
all this. And John L. was the son of Christian Kountz that's dated back to Virginia, 1759.
He was married to Anne Lynne.
Ryan: So that's like .. that's colonies.

J.;~rti!: That '_s p_efore they signed the Declaration. __
Ryan: That's amazing.
Curtis: Christian had oh ... eleven children. And this would be my .. this was my fifth
great grandfather, he was John L. Kountz.
Ryan: So you can trace that all the way back to-
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Curtis: John L. was his first son. They come from Breckeridge County, VA, but they
come down through Greenbriar County, through the Canary River, and out right across
from Gallia County Ohio. They settled there for a sho11 time, Christian did, and they
moved in to what' s now Lawrence County, and he had property there-I believe that's
Simm's Creek that comes in across the river from Huntington-the big house that sits
there by itself, that's the old home place, the farm. So these boys went into the steamboat
business, most of 'em were [inadubile]. My .. John L., he moved to Greenup County. We
got him on the Census down there. Kentucky became a state in 1790. And in the 1800
census, John L. was in Greenup County. The census then, they didn't give nothing but
the head of the house's name. But you can put it together. Anyway, he had a pretty good
size family, I think it's about eight children. His sixth child right here .. that was my
papaw's great papaw. Anyway, John L. married Eleanor Miller. And they've been in
this area for a long time. He stayed in Greenup County until 1840. No, 1830, sometime
in the 1830s he and his brother Henry, who lived across the river in Lawrence County,
Ohio, they went to Indiana, went to a place called Rosstown, Indiana. And part of his
family in Greenup County, some of 'em stayed, some of them were in Boone County,
Indiana. And I go up and see them every now and then, he's buried in the Rosstown
Cemetary. In Boone County, Indiana. His children. His father, Christian, is buried up
there at Chester, on old Route 52. It's an old cemetery.. his head marker's not there
-----c------anymore, buHhat~s-where-he' s buried,-cause-he-'- s-got sons-there:--:-and .. uh. :--I'm sure-about these. These I'm sure about, I can document. John L. had these eight children ..
Christian married a Triplett, Amanda Triplett, from Greenup County. He had seven
children. This Christian was married three times. And there's his second wife, and
there's his third one. Goodman. We never figured out much about her, but she was
arrested up in Catlettsburg in the late 1800s for carrying a gun.
Ryan laughs.: Divorced all three of them?
Curtis: Well, his first wife died. I can verify the divorce on Sanders .. I don't know how
long he was married, but I know he was married in the Virginia Area. This was recorded
in the Greenup County Courthouse. His marriage to this woman was in 1861. All these
are-this stuff is pretty well documented. I don't want to get into all that, I just want to
give you a round-up. Anyway, this right here is his children. He had-Christian hadpeople named their first son after their father. So I'm sure this John L. was John Lantkis
too, named after his Uncle, and his brother. Anyway, he also had a boy named Abraham.
And Abraham is my grandfather's father. Abraham was born in 1847, died in 1891. He
was in the Civil War. Evidently, he met someone in Tennessee, Nancy Neal. He was
- married in Wayne County Tennessee in 1871. Of c ourse, [inaudible] ... Christian died,
and had a farm, and his wife, his first wife Triplett, she inherited it. I think it's out there
in the Summit area, but anyway, he had several pieces of property, and this family, and
they split it up. That first boy, John L., he owned the fire furnaces, the old fire furnaces,
and he bought 'em out. And evidently, I can't find anything about it, but my great
grandfather, Abraham, took the money and left town. And moved to Tennessee and
married this woman, and they Jived in the area, Stewart County, Tennessee. You know
about the land between the lakes?
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Ryan: No, no.
Curtis: Down in Western Kentucky? It's prime ground now. There's a place to live.
That's where the iron industry between Cumberland and the Tennessee River. This land,
they had a lot of property .. the property that wasn't flooded, live between two lakes!
Anyway, Abraham lived in Stewart County, Tennessee in a place called Leatherwood
Creek. He was an iron furnacer there. He did the same things that people did in the iron
furnaces in this area. He had three or four children, Henry, my grandpa, his sister,
Charles, Samuel, and George. My grandpa [inaudible]. .. In 1881, the government passed
an act that they would compensate some of these old veterans, Civil War Veterans. You
had to get some documentation. So I think the iron industry was slacking off, it's
possible my grandpa was sick. He moved back to Ashland. He moved back there, got
documentation, got him a lawyer-he got Arthur Poagues for a lawyer. The reason I
know this is because I sent off and got his Civil War record. His list of witnesses,
statements, and the people, and ... you gotthis one guy, who was in the service with him,
and he said, "Everybody called him Link. Lincoln was President, his name was
Abraham, so we called him Link."
Ryan laughs.
Curtis: Anyway, he died in 1891. By the way, he got 8 dollars a month compensation
for being in the Civil War. And that lasted until he died ... I believe he got it for 8 years.
I believe it was 1881 when they got this compensation thing going. I figured it up one
time and he got 800 and some dollars. He and his wife, when she died, when Nancy died
in 1998 ... my Grandpa was the oldest boy. And they had two kids, Samuel and George
who were underage, and he got the same 8 dollars a month for taking care of them, cause
he's their guardian. So he picked up a few .. yeah. So that was the end of the Civil War
deal. So anyway, grandpa grew up-well, they got him in the 1890's or something like
that, iron working. Eh, fifteen sixteen years old. My mother knew that her dad was born
in Tennessee. She always thought it was Clarkesville, cause her dad always said he was
saving up money to go back to Clarkesville, so he could go back and do his horse thing. I
think he had some brothers and sisters die down there. I went to Clarkesville and found
one Kountz grave, I think that was one of their children.
Ryan: Oh, okay.
Curtis: Anyway, Bill Kountz, he married Martha Turman. Married her in December 25,
- -i899. Over in Ironton. And my grandpa- and grandma- had five children, Sam, Luther,
Adam, Virginia Belle, and Vera Mae. Vera Mae was my mother. My grandmother was
born in 1881, she died in 1917. If you look here, my mother was born in 1909. She was
six years old when her mother died. So, my grandfather married Betty Rutger out in
Elliott County, and I can't find when they got married, cause they got married in Elliott
County, and the courthouse burned up. All the records gone, can't get him. They had
these other four children. I got the story on all these things, I'm just giving you mine.
My grandmother was a Turman. Her father was John James Gerald Turman. He was
born in 1848, died in 1920. He had one, two, three, four ... seven children. My grandpa
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was this one. He was born in 1881. Anyway, John married a woman named Junie Crest,
that was going back on oh .. 1820s. She was born by 1820s. And uh .. lemme look .. and
John Kountz's father was named James Ratliff, born in 1809. These are good-these are
good numbers here. John Turman was born in 1768 in Floyd County .. that don't sound
right. Oh, Floyd County VA Well they migrate down the Mississippi and run into Floyd
County. And they end up running a ferry, and my grandmother was born on Turman's
Ferry. My papaw was up there for years and years. Anyway, John was the son of
Benjamin Hamlin .. . that's the right ... uh, Ben goes back to l 720's.

Ryan: Wow.
Curtis: Died in 1780. People give me these names, I'm not sure. Uh, most of these
things I've looked up. This one I can't say. Anyway, John, John ... Benjamin ... I'm
going back there ... This is taking care of my ... my grandmother's, my mother's mother's
people. It goes back there. And anyway, Martha was my mother's .. my grandmother.
She married ... I was just up there.

Ryan: He was from Huntington?
Curtis: . Uh-huh-c--He was-born-in 6~ April,- l-970 in.W€st-Virginia. He died in 1994.
That's just.. . I don't know ... Ahl This is .. . Dad and Mom ... children of mom and dad.
I was the oldest, three brothers, and two sisters. I was the oldest. Married Ruth, begot
Jeanie, she begot Audra. My father, this is his parents here. The thing was, if you look
at ... he married Tennessee Thompson. He had this four children. And my dad. If you
look at my dad, he was born in 1907, his mother died in 1909. He was two years old.
And if you look at my grandpa's ... this part, Thadeus Thompson, he had these four
children. Ewl, Emmer Belle, my grandpa, and Baxter Bray Thompson. He was on the
Confederate side. I didn't tell you that Abraham was on the Union side. So this grandpa
died in 1831. And he married Esteen Wilkinson in Butler back a few years. To get back,
his father was Patterson Wyle Thompson. I don't know .. . this is good information, good
information on this. He was not easy to trace back, but when you get into this, it's all
Patterson's and Roberts and .. I just couldn't tell who's who. Does that make it clear why
my name is Puckett instead of Thompson?

Ryan: Yeah. I think it's really interesting.
Curtis: Anyway, my father, my grandfather' s sister. .. she was married three times. To
Troy, Cook.. my dad was adopted, legally adopted in 1914. I went to the courthouse to ·
look at adoption papers and said, 'Can I look at adoption papers?' They said, 'Sure you
can!' This is 1952. I looked, okay, there's my dad. But they didn't have copiers then.
So I went to get a copy of them later, but they're sealed now. Can't look at 'em. Don't
make no sense. But anyway, that's .. this is how my dad came to be named from
Thompson to Puckett.

Ryan: So they won't let the sons look at it?
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Curtis: No.
Ryan: Wow.
Curtis: They say they're sealed.
Ryan: That doesn't seem right.
Curtis: Audra's dad was adopted. I can't find out who her ... I've tried. There might be
a way, I don't know how you'd get around it. Okay, let's get back down here to where
we were ... What'd I do with that? ... L, B, A ... What'm I doin'?
Ryan: I think you hit the Caps Lock, so it's typing big letters.
Curtis: Well, that pretty well. .. married Ruth ... had these two children, and that follows
my line down. This family, Robin Williamson, the son of William Harvey Williamson,
born in 1889. And his father, 1840. And his father is 1805, William Williamson, and
Orson Williamson, 1750. Now there's a good genealogy line on that, it's been done by
other people. I'd added to it. Ruth's line can go back a long way. What I didn't show
- --- -- - you, well, I-don't-know-whether- I did-or-not.-------------•- - - Ryan: I don't think you showed me that.
Curtis: Let's see ..
Ryan: Do you know if any of them served in the Revolution or anything? I mean, is that
stuff documented?
C11rtis: Yeah, to a degree.
Ry,m: Yeah.
Curtis: I'll show you here in a minute. Let's see, let's see ... her father was John Hemy
Clarke. They come up here from Russell County, VA Some of them moved down to
Wayne County, some settled in Mingo County, I think they were miners. And uh ... his
father was Elijah. He was born 1818 to Randolph and Susan Olstraff. Elijah's father was
named Earl. I got this information from a man named Trogan, who lives up in Wayne
County, Wayne, WV. And at one1im·e, somebody in the Trogan family put fogetfier a - huge book documenting their time in this country. I copied some of it but didn't get the
dates, and when I tried to buy the book it's out of print. [inaudible] Other than that ...
Ryan: 1818 .... Wow. That's wild.
Curtis: Yeah it is. This is something everybody should do, if they have time. But there
is an expense to it, you run all over the cow1try, buy a lot of books, buy a lot of census.
All them with plastic binding, those are census of different counties and people..

